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Evercool Transformer 4
Heat Pipe Cooler w/ Dual

120mm Fans - Sleeved

Special Price

$33.71 was

$44.95
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Short Description

Evercool's new Transformer 4 heatsink takes it's queue from the great movie in that it is a fantastic heatsink
that can transform to multiple uses and cpu platforms! With an amazing 4 heatpipes and stainless steel
cooler casing and powerful, silent ball bearing case fans makes this one of the best new coolers on the
market. Now fits LGA 1366! If you have a cased window this cooler looks like a $100 wonder!

Description

Evercool's new Transformer 4 heatsink takes it's queue from the great movie in that it is a fantastic heatsink
that can transform to multiple uses and cpu platforms! With an amazing 4 heatpipes and stainless steel
cooler casing and powerful, silent ball bearing case fans makes this one of the best new coolers on the
market. Now fits LGA 1366! If you have a cased window this cooler looks like a $100 wonder!

Features

4heatpipes in 8Φ collocate with large aluminum fins to make effective cooling.
All in one design for application to Intel LGA 1366 & LGA 775 and AMD K8 & AM2 series motherboard.
According to the needs, users can assemble one or two 12CM fans by themselves to achieve quiet and cooling function.
Brightly silver and solid appearance.
Users do not need to use tools for easy installation.
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Specifications

0

Additional Information

Brand Evercool

SKU HPJ-12025

Weight 1.5000

Material Copper/Aluminum

Fan Dimensions 120mm

Fan Connection 3-Pin

Vendor SKU/EAN 4711158195147

Special Price $33.71


